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BE SMART:

HOW TO DEAL
WITH HURRICANES

Hurricanes
Old-timers say that hurricanes are the price that Floridians
pay for living in Paradise.
But you can take a few sensible steps to avoid or reduce the
cost of hurricanes and the damage they cause.
That’s why Florida attorney Joshua Whisler is providing this
information and valuable tips on protecting your home,
family and property. Whisler, an authority on insurance law,
represents homeowners and others in disputes with insurance companies over denials, underpayments, reimbursements and bad faith actions.
This report shows you how to deal with the approach of a
hurricane, coping with it while it hits and doing the best you
can after the storm.
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Should I stay or should I go?
Let’s start with the approach of the hurricane. Thanks to
modern technology and improved forecasting, we know
several days in advance that a hurricane or serious storm is
brewing and we can track it as it approaches Florida.
But even before a hurricane threat arises, you and your
family and friends should sit down and discuss options and
concerns: Who will be where, what if the electricity fails,
how will we keep in contact with each other?
Set aside time to talk with your children calmly and answer
their questions. Google “help children understand hurricanes” and you will ﬁnd books and videos that are age-appropriate.
You want to think ahead and decide whether to stay in your
home, move to a local shelter or a friend’s home, or leave
town. All have risks and rewards.
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Go?
Leaving town can be expensive, especially if you must leave
your job, you lack a free place to stay at your destination, or
you have pets (many motels won’t accept animals).
When should you leave town? People in remote places like
Key West, with its limited roads, must leave several days
ahead of a hurricane. You may need less time, but you also
should expect that the longer you wait, the longer the trafﬁc
jams may be.

How far away should you go?
Some people prefer to stay fairly close so they can return
quickly to check on their home, job, family and friends.
Others prefer to ride out the hurricane and then leave for a
few days to give the stricken area time to return to normal.
Depending on where you go and where the hurricane eventually strikes, you may even ﬁnd yourself suffering more at
your destination if the storm skips your home and follows
you to your evacuation site. It happens!
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Stay?
Not if you live in a mobile home, an easy target for the
winds and tornadoes that hurricanes spawn.
Otherwise, is your home stormproof as possible? Can you
make it more stormproof? Shutters or plywood can reinforce the doors and windows and prevent broken glass, a
common hazard from hurricanes.

Stay with friends & family?
Maybe you choose to stay with friends or relatives, especially if their home is stronger or more accommodating or
better located.
One consideration: Does it have gas heat? Gas service often
continues even when electricity is knocked out. This means
you will have gas for cooking and showers.
Another option: Does someone have a generator, either
in-house or portable? Now would be a good time to make
sure it functions properly and is adequately supplied.
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Go to a local shelter?
Florida counties provide shelters for residents and tourists
seeking a safe place to ride out the storm. Check with your
local government to ﬁnd the locations of shelters in your
community. Talk to people who have stayed in them during
previous storms so you have an idea of what to expect.
Special-needs shelters also may be available for people
who have medical or physical issues. Some communities
also provide shelters for pets and animals. Again, plan in
advance and talk with your county’s emergency operations
team to be prepared on how to reach the shelter most appropriate for you and your family.

Follow the News
News crews swing into high gear whenever a serious storm
approaches Florida.
They’re a valuable source of information -– TV, news, the
Internet, social media and newspapers alike all try to stay
abreast of the latest developments.
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Some people like to watch the Weather Channel as star
reporter Jim Cantore and his colleagues visit towns that may
be in the path of the hurricane. However, you will get more
timely information by following local news media, which are
more familiar with your community and post reporters inside
the emergency storm planning centers to provide updates.
Local centers also are staffed with trained personnel who
can answer questions and refute inaccurate speculation and
rumors, unfortunate byproducts of many emergencies.
You also can go online and see for yourself what the National
Hurricane Center is saying about the hurricane. It’s a great
ﬁrsthand resource; it usually issues updates four times a day.
Visit https://www.nhc.noaa.gov/
You may want to ration your news consumption. Early coverage is full of speculation and guesses that can add to your
stress level days before the hurricane’s destination is clear.
Focus instead on making smart preparations, stocking up on
last-minute items and getting appropriate rest and exercise.
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Before the hurricane
Beat the rush
Be smart and start stashing away supplies now, long
before a storm approaches. Then you won’t be stuck in
crowds at the store or the gas pump.
Put non-perishable emergency supplies in an easily accessible place in case you must leave in a hurry.

The supplies should include:
•

At least three to ﬁve days of drinking water per person.

You need to be as self-sufﬁcient as possible for at least 72
hours during and after a hurricane.

•

Food that doesn’t need refrigeration or cooking.

•

Cash. ATMs and banks may be out of operation for days.

•

Flashlights. Some people use candles, but candles are a

serous ﬁre hazard.

•

Batteries for ﬂashlights and other equipment.
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•

Matches and cigarette lighters if you decide to cook on a

grille.

•

A tool kit and materials for emergency repairs. Plywood

and heavy plastic sheeting often is handy for making temporary home repairs.

•

A medical kit with bandages and other ﬁrst aid items.

Include prescription drugs and medicines you and family
members may need.

•

Portable radios to stay informed about developments.

•

A ﬁle with insurance papers and other important docu-

ments –- passports, birth certiﬁcates and other items that
you don’t want damaged.

•

Sandbags to help divert rushing water from your house.

Rope and wire also are good to have in case something
needs to be tied down.
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Store your paperwork high & dry
Get a waterproof container for your paperwork and important data. Make sure the container is strong and safe.
Inside, put:

•

Bank account numbers

•

Mortgage information

•

Wills, deeds and titles

•

Insurance policies: home, life, vehicles and other property.

•

Passports.

•

Social Security cards, immunization records, medical
information.

•

Utility bills (to prove residency).

•

Credit card account numbers.

•

Inventory of house hold goods.

• Family records (birth, death, marriage, divorce, and adoption paperwork).

•

Important telephone numbers.

•

Receipts for pre-hurricane purchases such as generators
and chain saws.
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First Aid Kit
You never know when a hurricane will cause injuries, so
keep one handy.

•

Latex or other sterile gloves

•

Sterile dressings to stop bleeding

•

Soap and antibiotic towelettes

•

Antibiotic ointment

•

Burn ointment

•

Adhesive bandages

•

Eye wash solution

•

Thermometer

•

Scissors and tweezers.

•

Petroleum jelly or lubricant

•

Prescription medicine and other daily medications

•

Aspirin or pain reliever

•

Anti-diarrhea medication

•

Antacid and laxative.
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On the road
Keep food, water, ﬁrst aid supplies, jumper cables, ﬂares and
other supplies in your car in case you are stranded,
Know what you have before the hurricane
It’s vital that you have documentation of your house, vehicles,
clothes, electronics, furniture and other valuables. The Insurance Information Institute has this site for creating a home
inventory to help you list your personal possessions. It can
also speed the claims process, substantiate losses for income
tax purposes and be helpful if you must apply for disaster aid.
If you evacuate, take your home inventory along with other
important documents.
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Take action as the hurricane approaches
•

Review your preparation plans and make sure friends

and family are aware of the latest developments.

•

Look around your yard and remove patio furniture, gar-

bage cans, tree limbs or other debris that strong winds can
hurl at your home or vehicle.

• Make sure your car is ﬁlled with gas and parked on high
ground.

•

Fill the bathtub with water, which is always extra pre-

cious after a hurricane. For example, bathtub water can be
used to ﬂush toilets if the sewage system fails.

•

Stock up on ice. Older people and children sometimes

have trouble holding large containers, so put some water
into smaller plastic containers and put them in the freezer.

• Put shutters or plywood panels on windows and sliding
glass doors.

•

Turn your refrigerator and freezer to their coldest set-

tings. Open only when necessary.

•

Turn off propane tanks. Turn off utilities if told to do so

by authorities.
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•

Store valuables and important documents in a safe de-

posit box or in a place lest likely to be ﬂooded.

•

If your home loses power, unplug major appliances to

reduce the power surge when electricity is restored.

Hear this
Listen to a National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA) Weather Radio, a portable battery-powered radio (or
television), or a smart phone for updated emergency information of watches issued in your area. Hurricanes can change
direction, speed and intensity very suddenly, so stay updated.

On the road
Many storm-related problems take place on the road. Motorists try to drive on ﬂooded roads rather than turning around
and ﬁnding another route. If your car stalls in a ﬂooded area,
get out of the vehicle and ﬁnd higher ground. Vehicles also
get ﬂat tires and other car damage from hurricane debris on
the roads.
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No fake news here
Tips from hurricane veterans
Here are some excerpts from valuable suggestions collected from Palm Beach Post reporters who work long hours
before, during and after hurricanes to bring you the latest
news.

•

Do your laundry before the storm: You won’t be able to

do it when the power goes out, and it could be out for days.

•

Save your good pans: Buy disposable aluminum pans

for cooking food on your gas or charcoal grill. You don’t
want to use your good pots and pans on an outdoor grill.

•

Plan for caffeine: Buy instant coffee. If you are used to

your daily caffeine ﬁx, a day or two without caffeine will
give you a terrible headache and make you barely able to
function.

•

Yes, you can still cook: Get a gas grill and extra propane.

•

Gear for your wheels: Rainex for windshields, Fix a Flat

for your car’s tires.
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•

Shoes: Always wear closed-toe shoes. No ﬂip ﬂops, bare

feet.

•

“Showers”: Baby wipes or similar items help you with

post-storm “bathing.”

•

Rain: Ponchos or hooded raincoats work well.

•

Protect your phone: Get a waterproof phone case.

•

Gasoline. More gasoline. And a generator

•

Save your data: Upload every single piece of digital data

on your computer –- photos, letters, PDFs –-to Dropbox or
Google or another cloud-based storage.

• Store valuables: Use your dishwasher as a “safe” for valuables and other items you want to protect.

Insurance...Got it? Get it!
What insurance does and doesn’t cover
There’s no time like the approach of a hurricane to focus our
attention on our homeowners insurance, the various deductibles, exclusions and other clauses.
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Don’t wait. Check now to make sure you have a good policy.
Insurance companies won’t allow you to obtain new or
more coverage once the National Hurricane Center
announces a tropical storm watch or warning or a hurricane
watch or warning.
If you’re a renter, look into buying renter’s insurance. Better
to have renter’s insurance than to haggle after a hurricane
with the landlord and his insurance company.
Remember, homeowners insurance does not cover ﬂooding. You may need a separate ﬂood insurance policy. Remember: There’s a 30-day waiting period before a ﬂood
insurance policy goes into effect!
You also should consider a separate windstorm policy because wind often does more damage than water in a hurricane. This issue leads to a ﬁght with an insurance company
over whether the damage was caused by wind or by water.
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As Penny Gusner of Insure.com put it: “There is no one insurance coverage that can cover all of the possible damage a
hurricane can cause to your home. Instead, you may need a
mixture of policies – home, wind and ﬂood – to be fully covered.”
Compile a list of the most important and valuable items in
your home – furnishings, clothes, electronics etc. –- so you
have a record if the storm hits you. One smart step is to video
the items to show their condition.
Yes. Homeowners insurance generally include hurricane-related events such as:

•
•

Fire
Winds (unless winds and ﬂoods cause damages at same

time)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hail
Explosions
Vehicles
Smoke
Vandalism
Theft
Falling objects
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No. Homeowners insurance generally don’t cover hurricane-related events such as:
•

Power failure

•

Neglect

•

Floods

•

Wind damage (if ﬂooding and wind damage happen

simultaneously)

Tips for insurance compensation
Your insurance covers your home whether you stay there
during the storm or evacuate. Still, if you’re leaving, take
time to make the house as stormproof as possible.
“And remember to take insurance paperwork with you so it
can’t be damaged or go missing in the hurricane,” Gusner
noted.
After the hurricane, use a camera to document the damage
and then make repairs as best you can.
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“For example, if a window is broken, seal it to prevent more
water from coming in. If you have a hole in your roof, place a
tarp over it,” Gusner wrote. “If you fail to take reasonable measures to stop damage from occurring after a storm, your
insurance company may refuse to pay for the added costs.”
Your insurer may reimburse you for making temporary repairs,
so save receipts for your expenses.
Don’t delay reporting the damage. Insurance companies bring
in extra staff and contract employees to help with claims, but
the process often takes a long time, which adds to the
post-storm tension. You will help your cause by keeping
records and obtaining repair estimates in writing.

A hurricane menu
What to eat
Hurricanes provide great excuses to quit diets and subsist on
junk food and soft drinks, but that’s a bad strategy for the long
term. A hurricane is especially taxing on the body and the
mind, so it’s important you get the best available fuel.
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At cookinglight.com, Elizabeth Laseter wrote a lengthy article full of tips for preparing and eating tasty, healthy food
that will make a storm more bearable.
“Canned goods are an essential emergency food staple, but
there are plenty of other smart, shelf stable options to consider,” she wrote. “During any natural disaster that cuts
access to running water and power, the two most important factors for survival are staying hydrating and consuming enough calories. When preparing, prioritize energy-rich
foods high in protein and ﬁber to help you stay focused in
the case of an emergency.
Try to build a balanced food supply kit in the same way you
build a balanced plate—consider ways to include vegetables, fruits, grains, legumes, nuts, seeds, and lean meat.”
Laseter and other experts offer a multitude of choices that
can please the most ﬁnicky eater.
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•

Energy Bars: the best provide protein, ﬁber, fruit, vegeta-

bles and grain.

•

Fruit: Fresh fruits are best but dried fruits are good if they

don’t contain added sugars.

•
•

Nuts and Seeds
In addition to water, drink instant coffee, Gatorade and

other sports drinks with electrolytes, and evaporated or condensed milk.

• Canned tuna and canned chicken are staples, but you may
can add some variety with dry-cured salamis available at
most grocery stores, according to realsimple.com.
A food tool kit
Eating during hurricanes may require some tools that you
don’t normally use in the kitchen.
They include a manual can opener, a paring knife, paper
towels and plates and plastic utensils, hand sanitizer and
storage containers for leftover food.
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What you’re facing
What exactly is a hurricane?
Hurricanes are large, swirling storms that produce winds of
119 kilometers per hour (74 mph) or higher. They move
even faster than a cheetah, the fastest animal on land.
Hurricanes form over warm waters in oceans or gulfs.
Sometimes they go out to sea, but other times they reach
land, pushing ashore a wall of water called a storm surge.
This surge and heavy rain can cause ﬂooding, which is further complicated by strong winds.
Five categories
The scale of categories, called the Safﬁr-Simpson Hurricane
Scale, is based on wind speed.

•

Category 1: Winds 119-153 km/hour (74-95 mph) --

faster than a cheetah

•

Category 2: Winds 154-177 km/hour (96-110 mph) --

as fast or faster than a baseball pitcher's fastball
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A hurricane has 3 parts

•

Eye: The eye is the "hole" at the center of the storm.

Winds are light in this area. Skies are partly cloudy, and
sometimes even clear.

•

Eye wall: The eye wall is a ring of thunderstorms. These

storms swirl around the eye. The wall is where winds are
strongest and rain is heaviest.

•

Rain bands: Bands of clouds and rain go far out from a

hurricane's eye wall, sometimes stretching out for hundreds
of miles. They contain thunderstorms and sometimes tornadoes.

How a hurricane begins
A hurricane starts out as a tropical disturbance -- an area over
warm ocean waters where rain clouds are building.
A tropical disturbance sometimes grows into a tropical depression. This is an area of rotating thunderstorms with winds
of 62 km/hour (38 mph) or less.
A tropical depression becomes a tropical storm if its winds
reach 63 km/hour (39 mph). A tropical storm becomes a hurricane if its winds reach 119 km/hour (74 mph).
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How do hurricanes form?
Scientists don't know exactly how a hurricane forms, but
they do know that two main ingredients are needed –warm water and consistent wind.
Warm ocean waters provide the energy a storm needs to
become a hurricane. Usually, the surface water temperature
must be 26 degrees Celsius (79 degrees Fahrenheit) or
higher for a hurricane to form.
The other ingredient: winds that don't change much in
speed or direction as they go up in the sky. Winds that
change a lot as they rise can rip storms apart.

How are hurricanes named?
There can be more than one hurricane at a time. This is one
reason why hurricanes are named. Names make it easier to
keep track of and discuss storms. A storm is given a name if
it becomes a tropical storm. That name stays with the storm
if it goes on to become a hurricane. (Tropical disturbances
and depressions don't have names.)
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Each year, tropical storms are named in alphabetical order.
The names come from a list of names for that year. Names are
reused every six years. But if a storm causes a lot of damage,
its name is sometimes taken off the list. It is then replaced by
a new name that starts with the same letter.

NASA studies hurricanes
NASA satellites take pictures of hurricanes from space. These
pictures are shown on television and the Internet, where the
public can see them.
Some satellite instruments measure cloud and ocean temperatures. Others measure the height of clouds and how fast
rain is falling. Still others measure the speed and direction of
winds.
NASA scientists use data from satellites and other sources to
learn more about hurricanes. The ﬁndings help forecasters
predict the path and strength of hurricanes.
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Yes, some pilots ﬂy into hurricanes
NASA ﬂies airplanes into and above hurricanes. The aircraft
are called Hurricane Hunters and their instruments gather
details about the storm. Some parts of a hurricane are too
dangerous for people to ﬂy into. In those cases, NASA uses
airplanes that operate without people.
Source: National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
NASA is a United States government agency that is
responsible for science and technology related to air and
space.

Gimme Shelter!
Depending on your community and your situation, you may
need a public shelter to house you and your family during
the hurricane. Florida has a variety of shelters aimed at the
general public, people with special needs, and animals.
Shelters for when you have nowhere else to go Most communities offer emergency shelters as a last resort for people
who are stranded or can’t ﬁnd a safe place during the
storm.
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These are temporary arrangements, often in school facilities,
and there may be long lines for restrooms and food, a lot of
noise and close quarters, so don’t expect the Ritz Carlton.
They provide basic safety but can become crowded and uncomfortable; ofﬁcials usually recommend people consider
emergency shelters only if they have no other safe options.
Call your local Emergency Operations Department to ﬁnd the
location of the shelter nearest to you.
Trained volunteers supervise the shelters and can evict
anyone who breaks the rules. Shelters do not allow weapons
or alcohol, and cigarette smoking is limited to outside areas
and only when weather allows. Shelters also can lose electrical power, adding to the discomfort.
If you go to a shelter, bring extra clothes, rain gear, toiletries
and personal items.
Also, bring:

•
•

Sleeping bags or blankets and pillows.
Toys and books for children and adults.
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•

Non-perishable food for snacks and any special dietary

needs.

•

Prescription medicine and any other medication you

may need.

•

Radio, headphones and batteries.

Special Needs Shelters for people with
health problems
The Florida Department of Health and local agencies work
together during hurricanes to establish special needs shelters for people who require help with a health condition or
supervision of that condition by a health care professional.
They are considered “facilities of last refuge” for people
who have medical conditions but do not require hospitalization.
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Examples of people served by a Special Needs Shelter:

• They need oxygen therapy.
• They can’t take medications or monitor vital signs without
assistance.

•

They have chronic conditions requiring assistance with

daily life activities.

•

Their medical condition requires professional observation

or assistance.

•

Their condition requires isolation or makes it inappropri-

ate for them to be in a general shelter.
Registration for a Special Needs Shelter is highly recommended to ensure the appropriate placement into a shelter.
Registration is voluntary and the information is conﬁdential,
but it facilitates the process. Special Needs shelters also may
assist with transportation for people who meet the criteria.
In addition, people who evacuate to a special needs shelter
must be accompanied by a relative or friend who will serve as
caregiver.
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Special Needs Shelters have limited resources and usually
are not suitable for women in the third trimester of pregnancy, ventilator patients, people with acute chest pain and
other situations. Again, call your Health Department or
Emergency Management Ofﬁce well before a hurricane hits
so you can ﬁnd out if you are qualiﬁed for a Special Needs
Shelter.
A shelter for your pet
Your community may offer a shelter for cats and dogs, usually in conjunction with a shelter for people. Contact your
county government or animal control department in advance to learn if such a shelter will be offered. Service animals can accompany their owners to shelters.

During the hurricane
Riding out a hurricane is alternately boring, tense and scary
–- more reasons you want to stay someplace where you are
safe and comfortable.
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Noisy winds whip objects at buildings and vehicles. Lightning
bolts race through the air. Thunder rolls and claps. Trees creak
and bend, limbs fall. Torrents of rain turn ground muddy and
form rivers that ﬂood yards and streets.
People get antsy, especially when the power fails, leaving
them in the dark and without air-conditioning. Some like to
have hurricane parties, but alcohol in storms too often leads
to bad decisions, injuries and even death.
Better to stock up on books, board games and other entertainment that will help you while away hours without electricity. Candles are OK, but ﬂashlights are better because they
don’t cause burns and ﬁres.
More tips:

•

Cell phone towers often are knocked out of service by

hurricanes. A landline phone may still work. Set up a buddy
system in advance so you can keep in touch with friends, relatives and neighbors.
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•

A battery-operated radio is essential for keeping up

with events before, during and after the hurricane. If possible, get one that lets you monitor the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration radio network. It transmits
weather and other related information without any interruptions.

•

Animals should be kept indoors until the hurricane

ends. Double-check to be sure your pet has a collar and
identiﬁcation tag with your cell phone number listed.

•

Check the building periodically to make sure there are

no leaks, broken windows or other trouble spots. Make
repairs as soon as practicable and safe.

•

Establish a system where someone stays awake and

alert while others sleep.

•

Don’t go outside until you are sure the hurricane has

passed. Don’t go sightseeing during the eye. It’s the calm
before the rest of the storm arrives, and you could be
caught in the wind and the rain.
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• Get plenty of rest. It’s a long, hard slog. You must deal with
the ups-and-downs as a hurricane approaches, fear and nervousness when it strikes, and then the recovery from what
can be an emotional, physical and ﬁnancial catastrophe. You
will need rest and patience to help yourself and others.

Beware of lightning
Lightning is a lethal threat indoors and outside Lightning can
be especially common in a hurricane. That’s why it’s important to remember that you are NOT SAFE anyplace outside
during a hurricane or a thunderstorm. Lightning also can
strike you when you are inside a building!
The National Weather Service offers these tips, which you
should discuss with children and friends:
Lightning Safety Outside

•

If you hear thunder, that means lightning is close enough

to strike you.

•

When you hear thunder, immediately move to safe shel-

ter: a substantial building with electricity or plumbing or an
enclosed, metal-topped vehicle with windows up.
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• Wait inside safe shelter at least 30 minutes after you hear
the last sound of thunder.
Lightning Safety Indoors

•

Stay off corded phones, computers and other electrical

equipment that put you in direct contact with electricity.

• Avoid plumbing, including sinks, baths and faucets.
• Stay away from windows and doors, and stay off porches.
• Do not lie on concrete ﬂoors, and do not lean against concrete walls.
Tips for reducing risk if you’re caught outdoors
If you are caught outside with no safe shelter anywhere
nearby, take these steps, which may reduce your risk:

•
•
•
•
•

Immediately get off elevated areas such as hills or peaks.
Never lie ﬂat on the ground.
Never shelter under an isolated tree.
Never use a cliff or rocky overhang for shelter
Immediately get out and away from ponds, lakes and

other bodies of water

•

Stay away from objects that conduct electricity, such as

power lines and barbed wire fences.

•

Seek safety in a vehicle with a hard top.
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After the hurricane
You survived the hurricane. Now don’t do anything stupid,
careless or risky!
An amazing number of people are hurt or even die after the
hurricane has passed. They get careless with chain saws or
other tools, they try to drive or wade through ﬂooded areas, or
they take unwise chances. Older people are more prone to
cardiac events after a hurricane, so they should be especially
careful and wait for help.
Follow these tips and you will have plenty of memories at the
after-hurricane party!

•

Avoid ﬂooded areas and keep an eye on rivers and

streams that may overﬂow their banks in the days after a hurricane.

•
•

Help neighbors and people who need special assistance.
Stay clear of areas where there is debris. Nails and other

harmful items may be hidden in the grass and wreckage.

•

Remember: Storms often ﬂush out snakes and other crit-

ters. They may even have entered your home.
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• Avoid loose or dangling power lines and report them to
the power company, the police or the ﬁre department.

•

Don’t leave children alone. Escort them around the

neighborhood and check for potential hazards when they
go outside.

•

Inspect your home for any damage. Use strong ﬂash-

lights to examine walls, ﬂoors, doors, staircases and windows. Inspect foundations for cracks and make sure the
building is not in danger of collapsing. Flooded electrical
circuits or submerged appliances could pose ﬁre hazards.

•

Check for gas leaks. If you smell gas or hear a hissing

noise, open a window and leave quickly. Turn off the gas at
the outside main valve and call the gas company from a
neighbor’s home.

•

Look for electrical system damage. If you see sparks or

frayed wires, turn off the electricity at the main fuse box or
circuit breaker. Beware: Do not step in water to get to the
fuse box or circuit breaker. Call an electrician ﬁrst for advice.

• See if there is any sewage and water line damage. If you
think sewage lines are damaged, don’t use toilets. Call a
plumber. If water pipes are damaged, don’t use tap water.
Call the water company.
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•

Document any damage for insurance claims with a

camera or video camera. Call your agent or the insurance
company with a report. Be patient. In major storms the process moves slowly.

•

Don’t drink or use tap water for food if there is any con-

cern about contamination.

•

Ventilate your home by opening the windows and doors.

The outside air will help dry your home. Remove wet carpet
and any other damp or soggy items.

•

Discard food that has gone bad.

Hurricanes bring mold, health problems
Check your home for signs of mold growing after a hurricane.
Mold can cause all sorts of unpleasant health problems,
including nasal stufﬁness, throat irritation, coughing or
wheezing, eye irritation or skin irritation. Left unchecked it will
spread quickly. Various types of mold can grow on carpet,
paper, wood, shower walls, windowsills and food
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Look for any water the hurricane may have brought into
your home and furnishings. Remove the water and dry anything that is damp or wet. Sunshine, commercial cleaning
products or soap and water will help.
If ceiling tiles or other absorbent materials got wet, you may
have to remove them so the problem doesn’t spread.
Turn off your air-conditioning system if you think mold is
inside it. A contaminated system will quickly spread more
molds inside your home. Call an air-conditioning contractor
or read Should You Have the Air Ducts in Your Home
Cleaned?

Who will ﬁx your home?
Where do you turn after a hurricane damages your home?
You will alternately ﬁnd yourself besieged by out-of-town
contractors walking door-to-door making offers and frustrated by efforts to contact local contractors you know and
trust.
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Many non-local contractors do great jobs and specialize in
storm restoration work, so don’t rule them all out. At the
same time, some nonlocal contractors have a reputation for
scamming storm victims, and local contractors may be overwhelmed by people calling for information and estimates, or
even damage to their own property,
For starters, always ask to see a contractor’s paperwork that
proves he is licensed in Florida and has appropriate insurance
and credentials. Legitimate contractors often have their
names, telephone numbers and contracting license numbers
listed on their trucks.

•

Try to get written, detailed estimates from at least three

reputable contractors.

•

If you do select a nonlocal contractor, make sure there is

a written agreement with a local contractor who will take care
of any warranty work after the nonlocal contractor leaves the
area.
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What you need to know
The National Storm Damage Center, a consumer advocacy
organization, offers a handy checklist of questions to ask
contractors and gives examples of details you want to
know before you sign any agreement.
“Regardless of the contractor you choose to restore your
home, protect yourself by making sure they meet the following criteria:

•
•
•
•
•

Established company with a positive track record
Fully insured; liability and workers comp
Insurance claims experience
Have passed a background check
Can provide at least 3 local references.”

Questions to ask your contractor
How long has your company been in business?
Look for a company with an established business history.
Most successful storm restoration contractors are proud of
their history in business and their hard-earned reputations
for good work.
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Tell me about your experience working with insurance
claims
If you are ﬁling an insurance claim, you need a contractor who
has the experience to advocate for you and make sure your
insurance claim is settled for a fair amount that will cover the
cost of your repairs.
Do you have your own crews, or do you outsource your
work?
While many good contractors outsource the actual restoration work to subcontractors, you’ll want to make sure your
contractor can provide adequate supervision to ensure a high
quality ﬁnished job.
Who will be assigned as my on-site project manager for the
job?
Ask for the contact information for this person, and whom you
can contact if the project manager is not available. Get the
names and phone numbers for the people who will be overseeing your job.
What can I expect from you & your team?
This question will give you a sense of how the contractor
works and what you can expect during your project. This is a
big indicator of how the company does business.
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Does your company specialize in storm repair?
If you have damage to your roof, siding, windows, or structural damage, you’ll want to make sure your contractor specializes in those repairs. Storm restoration can be a complicated
process and you want to make sure you are working with an
expert with the experience to ensure a good result for you.
Is your company fully insured? Do you carry liability and
workers compensation?
It is always smart to ask any contractor you are considering
hiring for copies of their insurance policies to verify coverage,
then conﬁrm that the policy is in force with your contractor’s
insurance company. If a worker is injured on your property
and your contractor does not have adequate coverage, you
can be held responsible. So, protect yourself by making sure
your contractor is fully insured.
Can you provide a list of references for local projects in the
past 12 months?
The contractor should be able to supply you with a minimum
of three references, including names, telephone numbers and
addresses. See the checking a contractor’s references section
for tips on questions to ask.
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To determine if your contractor is running a sound business,
ask for supplier references and make sure they are in good
standing with local materials suppliers.
What percentage of your business is by referral?
This will give you a good sense of the contractor’s customer
satisfaction rate. In an area hit by a storm, referrals to a good
contractor are very common so ask to see if your contractor
has a high rate of referral businesses.
How many insurance claims have you handled in the past
12 months?
This will help you determine the contractor’s familiarity with
storm damage repair and working through the insurance
claims process. An active storm restoration contractor will
have handled at least 50 claims in the past 12 months.
What permits will be required for this project?
This will give you a good sense of what permits will be
required for your project. Since it is critical to obtain permits
for most serious storm restoration projects and your inspection can be denied without a permit, it is critical to understand
what your contractor is legally required to do before the work
can begin.
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Do I feel comfortable hiring this person and do I trust this
company to repair my property?
Your home, or property is an important ﬁnancial asset, so it
is critical to have a high level of conﬁdence in the person
you hire to repair your property. To ensure a positive outcome, make sure and do your homework.

Contractor Warning Signs
Look for the following warning signs of a contractor you
don’t want to hire:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Out of state license plates
No local ofﬁce
No insurance or under-insured
Won’t provide local references
Demands upfront cash or deposit
Convicted criminals and sex offenders
Poor Better Business Bureau ratings or no local ratings
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Checking References
When asking for references, it is a good idea to ask for the last
three, local jobs the contractor performed.
Do not hire a contractor who cannot provide local references
or who is unwilling to let you drive by the site of a completed
job in your area. Once you receive references, do your homework and give them a call. Explain that you are a homeowner
in the area and are thinking of working with the contractor.
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Sources of information
Thanks to National Weather Service, The National Hurricane Center, numerous government websites, The
Palm Beach Post, The Insurance Information Institute, cookinglight.com, myescambia.com, The National
Storm Damage Center and others for information on how to best cope with hurricanes.
About Joshua Whisler
Florida attorney Joshua Whisler, an authority on property insurance law, provided this information as a
public service. Josh knows how to navigate the complicated process of insurance claims and litigation. He
provides individual attention to all clients, working long hours to deliver the best outcome for their claim.
With Josh Whisler, you get a “small law ﬁrm feel” and “big law ﬁrm results.” Josh aggressively ﬁghts property insurance companies on his client’s behalf to ensure a timely and favorable settlement of their insurance policy claims. He graduated from Nova Southeastern University’s Shepard Broad Law School, where
he was editor in chief of the International Citator and Research Guide.

For more information about Josh Whisler and his ﬁrm, visit:
https://www.whislerlawfirm.com
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